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Abstract. Several groups are developing ultra-miniature x-ray machines for clinical use in
radiation therapy. Current systems are for interstitial radiosurgery and for intravascular insertion for
irradiation to prevent re-stenosis. Typical generating voltages are low, in the 20 to 40 kV range. It is
well established that the biological effectiveness of such low-energy photons is large compared with
higher-energy gamma rays, because of the dominance of photoelectric absorption at low energies.
We have used microdosimetric analyses to estimate RBEs for such devices, both at low doses
and clinically relevant doses, relative to radiations from60Co,192Ir, 125I and90Sr/90Y. The RBEs
at clinically relevant doses and dose rates for these low-energy x-ray sources are considerably above
unity, both relative to60Co and to192Ir photons, and also relative to125I and90Sr/90Y brachytherapy
sources. As a function of depth, the overall effect of the change in dose and the change in beam
spectrum results in beams whose biologically weighted dose (dose× RBE) decreases with depth
somewhat more slowly than does the physical dose. The estimated clinically relevant RBEs are
sufficiently large that they should be taken into account during the treatment design stage.

1. Introduction

Several groups are developing ultra-miniature x-ray machines for clinical use in radiation
therapy. One system (Dinsmoreet al 1996), currently undergoing clinical trial (Cosgrove
et al 1997, Kuboet al 1998) for interstitial radiosurgery, transports electrons along a long
thin target tube which can be inserted along the track left by a biopsy cannula, such that the
x-ray production target is adjacent to or inside a brain tumour. A different approach (Shefer
et al 1998, Chornenky 1998) involves miniaturizing the entire x-ray generating device, which
can then be inserted intravascularly, with the aim of allowing local irradiation after coronary
angioplasty, to prevent or delay re-stenosis.

Both types of devices involve low x-ray generating voltages, both out of practicality and
to optimize dose distributions over the target region. Typical generating voltages are 40 kV
for the interstitial radiosurgery system and 20 kV for the intravascular device.

It is, however, now well established that the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of
photons increases with decreasing photon energy (ICRU 1986, Brenner and Amols 1989).
This observation is both well established experimentally and well understood mechanistically.
The phenomenon is understood theoretically, in that as the energy of the photons decreases,
the energy of the secondary electrons emitted in the photon interactions decreases, with a
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corresponding increase in stopping power (linear energy transfer, LET). For example, the
LET of a 15 keV secondary photoelectron is around 2 keVµm−1, which is about an order of
magnitude greater than the LET of a 500 keV electron.

That low-energy x-rays (with mean energies in the range from, say, 4 to 40 keV) have an
increased biological effectiveness has been demonstrated in a variety of different biological
systems, for example by Virsiket al(1977) and Sasakiet al(1989) for chromosome aberrations
in human lymphocytes, by Verhaegen and Vral (1994) for micronuclei in human lymphocytes,
by Zeitz et al (1977) and Marcheseet al (1990) for clonogenic survival in cells of human
origin, by Arslanet al (1986) for cell survival and chromosome aberrations in rodent cells,
and by Bistrovicet al (1986), Hoshiet al (1988), Spadinger and Palcic (1992) and Linget al
(1995) for cell survival in rodent cells.

In the following, based on measured or calculated photon energy spectra from these
miniature x-ray machines, we calculate RBEs firstly at low doses and then at clinically relevant
doses.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Relative biological effectiveness at low doses

The large differences in energy deposition patterns which underlie the differences in RBE with
changing photon energy can by quantified through energy deposition spectra in micrometre
sized targets, as shown in figure 1. Specifically, the energy deposition pattern in individual
cells can be quantified (ICRU 1983) in terms of the distribution of lineal energy (y, the
microdosimetric correlate of LET), defined as the energy deposited (by, in this case, an incident
photon) in a given target size divided by the mean path length of the target.

Figure 1. Measured microdosimetric energy deposition spectra in 1µm site sizes, for various
monoenergetic photons (after Kliauga and Dvorak 1978). The representation is such that the area
under the curves delimited by any lineal energy (y) values is proportional to the fraction of dose
deposited by photons in that energy range. As the photon energy increases, there is a significant
shift in the energy deposition pattern towards lower lineal energy (y) values.
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At low doses, the energy deposition patterns,d(y), in individual cells or substructures
of cells must determine the relative biological effect of one radiation to another. In such a
situation, all that changes, for a given dose, from radiation to radiation, is the distribution
of energy deposited in target cells—which is exactly the information in a microdosimetric
spectrum. For a given low dose, the response,α (per unit dose), of a biological endpoint,ε, to
a given radiation quality,i, can be written (Zaider and Brenner 1985)

αεi =
∫
wε(y) di(y) dy (1)

wheredi(y) is the normalized distribution of dose in lineal energy for radiation typei (see
figure 1), andwε(y) is the relative effect for endpointε as a function of lineal energy. In
other words, cells respond with a biological response function (or weighting factor)wε(y)

(independent of the radiation, but characteristic of the endpoint) to a range of energy depositions
di(y) (independent of the endpoint but characteristic of the radiation), producing a total
responseαεi . Equation (1) is valid for predicting relative biological effects at low doses
even if the mechanism of cellular inactivation involves interaction between autonomous cells,
or promoting factors, as long as these processes are independent of radiation quality.

The first quantitative estimates of the biological response functionwε(y) were for the
endpoint of chromosomal aberrations in human lymphocytes (Zaider and Brenner 1985), and
the function has also been extracted for the endpoint of HPRT mutation in human fibroblasts
(Zaider and Brenner 1986), oncogenic transformation in rodent cells (Brenneret al 1995) and
for cellular inactivation endpoints (Varma and Zaider 1992).

We estimated microdosimetric spectra,d(y), corresponding to the low-energy photons
emitted by the two miniature x-ray devices, as a function of distance from the source. These
were then folded (see equation (1)) with a relevant biological response functionwε(y) to obtain
estimates of the relative low-dose effectiveness of these x-rays.

The energy deposition spectrum,d(y) for these different photon fields was calculated
based on spectra for monoenergetic photons, using the following relation (Goodhead and
Brenner 1983)

d(y) =
∫
EN(E) d(y;E)µen(E)/ρ dE (2)

whereN(E) is the fluence of photons at energyE, andµen(E)/ρ is the mass-energy absorption
coefficient in ICRU-44 average soft tissue (adult male; ICRU 1992) of densityρ, at photon
energyE. d(y;E) is the normalized spectrum of lineal-energy depositions for monoenergetic
photons of energyE; above 12 keV, these spectra for monoenergetic photons were taken from
measurements (Kliauga and Dvorak 1978; see figure 1) in a 1µm equivalent-diameter wall-
less proportional counter, which include data for 11.9, 25, 36, 60, 140, 320, 662 and 1250 keV
photons. Between 3 and 12 keV, microdosimetric spectra were calculated assuming only
photoelectric photon interactions, using the track structure simulation techniques described
by Zaider and colleagues (Zaideret al 1983, Brenner and Zaider 1984), together with an
energy resolution normalized to reproduce the experimental data (Kliauga and Dvorak 1978)
at 11.9 keV. Interpolation of the measured microdosimetric spectra between photon energies
was achieved using a two-dimensional interpolation scheme described by Akima (1978).

As we discuss below, we have also calculated a microdosimetric spectrum for a beta
emitter, 90Sr (in equilibrium with90Y). Analogously to equation (2), the microdosimetric
spectrum was calculated by combining corresponding spectra for monoenergetic electrons of
energyEe:

d(y) =
∫
N(Ee) d(y;Ee)S(Ee) dEe (3)
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whereN(Ee) is the fluence spectrum of the beta source (taken, for an encapsulated90Sr/90Y
source, from the measurements of Fawet al (1990)) andS(Ee) is the electron stopping power
in ICRU-44 average soft tissue (adult male; ICRU 1992).d(y;Ee) are the microdosimetric
spectra for monoenergetic electrons of energyEe, which were calculated using the DELTA
Monte Carlo electron–proton transport code (Zaideret al 1983), using techniques described
by Brenner and Zaider (1984) and Wuuet al (1996). Apart from the effect of the source
encapsulation, no account was taken of electron scattering on the electron fluence spectrum.

2.2. Relative biological effectiveness at clinically relevant doses

In order to estimate RBEs at higher doses, we need a model describing dose-effect relationships.
In the following we use the linear-quadratic (LQ) formalism, which is now almost universally
used for clinical applications. The LQ formalism describes a biophysical model of cell killing,
and its clinical application has been extensively discussed in the literature (Fowler 1989,
Brenneret al 1998, Rossi and Zaider 1996, Thames and Hendry 1987).

In the LQ formalism, the yield (Y ) of lethal lesions for a doseD of radiation typei, and
the corresponding survival (S) equation are

Yi ∝ αiDi +GβD2
i Si = exp(−Yi) (4)

whereα andβ are model parameters (α depending on the endpoint and the radiation type,
while β depends on the biological endpoint only).G is the generalized Lea–Catcheside time
factor, which accounts quantitatively for dose protraction (Brenneret al1998); for continuous
irradiation at a constant dose-rate for timeT , this factor is

G = [2/(λT )2](θ − 1 +λT ) (5)

whereθ = exp(−λT ) andλ = ln(2)/T1/2, whereT1/2 is the half-time for sublethal damage
repair. ForT � T1/2,G = 1.

In fact, equation (4) follows from the assumption that the biological response function
w(y) increases linearly with lineal energy,y (Rossi and Zaider 1996), which is a reasonable
approximation at lineal energies less than about 100 keVµm−1 (i.e. for all the radiations of
interest here, as shown in figure 1).

Equality of the observed effect for two types of radiationi = H andi = L (the notation
refers to radiations of high and low biological effectiveness), delivered over the same time,
implies

ζHDH +GD2
H = ζLDL +GD2

L (6)

whereζi = αi/β. Thus the RBE,DL/DH , of radiationH relative to radiationL as a function
of doseDH , is given by

RBE(DH ) = ζL

2GDH

[√
1 +

4G

ζL

(
αH

αL
DH +

G

ζL
D2
H

)
− 1

]
(7)

where αH/αL is the quantity which can be calculated from microdosimetric arguments
(equation (1), see above). The ratioζL, i.e. theα/β ratio for the reference radiation, is a
quantity that has been repeatedly evaluated (Fowler 1989, Brenneret al 1998, Rossi and
Zaider 1996, Thames and Hendry 1987). For most tumours exposed to megavoltage photons,
ζL is typically in the range from 7–10 Gy (Thames and Hendry 1987).
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3. Results

3.1. X-ray fluence spectra

Figure 2 shows measured photon energy spectra (Beattyet al1996) from the miniature photon
radiosurgery system, operated at 40 kVp. Spectra are shown for various distances (in water)
from the source, from 0 to 20 mm. Figure 3 shows comparable spectra as a function of depth,
calculated using the TIGER electron–photon transport codes (Halbleib and Melhorn 1984) and
the MCNP neutron/photon transport code (Briesmeister 1997), for a miniature source designed
for intravascular insertion, operated at 20 kVp with a tungsten anode. In this latter case, depths
of interest range from 0 to 3 mm.

Figure 2. Measured photon fluences (after Beattyet al 1996) as a function of distance in water
from the x-ray source of a miniature photon radiosurgery system (Dinsmoreet al 1996, Cosgrove
et al 1997). Top curve is in air; lower curves show spectra at 5 mm increments up to 20 mm.

As reference radiations, for both x-ray sources, we have considered60Co gamma rays
(average energy 1252 keV) and192Ir gamma rays (average energy 375 keV). Over the depths
of interest here (<20 mm), the changes in the energy spectra of these two reference radiations
are negligible. In addition, because they represent different brachytherapy modalities that have
been used clinically, we have also considered as reference radiations the gamma emitter125I
(for the photon radiosurgery system, average energy after encapsulation∼28 keV), and the
beta emitter90Sr (for the vascular irradiation system, in equilibrium with90Y). The spectra
for both these radiations will change with depth over the depths of interest here, and we have
evaluated RBEs relative to these radiations only at zero depth.

3.2. Calculated low-dose relative biological effectiveness

Of the various biological endpoints,ε, for which biological response weighting functionswε(y)
(see equation (1)) have been evaluated, we have chosen to use that of dicentric chromosomal
aberration formation in human lymphocytes (Zaider and Brenner 1985). Our rationale is that
cell killing at clinical doses is directly correlated with the yield of dicentric aberrations (Wlodek
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and Hittelman 1988), and this particularwε(y) function is the most extensively characterized
in all relevant regions ofy of any such evaluated function (ICRU 1986).

Table 1 shows the predicted low-dose RBEs (αH/αL) for the photon radiosurgery system,
operated at 40 kV. The results are tabulated relative to those of gamma rays from60Co and
192Ir. Comparable results are shown in table 2 for the miniature vascular irradiator, operated at
20 kV. As expected, the RBE’s for the lower-energy vascular irradiator are somewhat higher
than for the 40 kV radiosurgical device. The photon spectra harden somewhat as a function of
depth, resulting in a decrease in low-dose RBE.

Table 1. Estimated low-dose RBEs (αH /αL; see equation (1)) and clinically relevant RBEs (23 min
irradiation, 12.5 Gy) for low-energy x-rays as shown in figure 2, for a miniature photon radiosurgery
system (Dinsmoreet al 1996, Cosgroveet al 1997), operated at 40 kV.

versus60Co versus192Ir versus125I

Depth (mm) Low dose Clinical Low dose Clinical Low dose Clinical

0 3.05 1.53 2.11 1.38 1.23 1.12
5 2.67 1.44 1.85 1.29

10 2.54 1.41 1.76 1.27
15 2.48 1.40 1.72 1.25
20 2.44 1.40 1.69 1.24

Table 2. Estimated low-dose RBEs (αH /αL; see equation (1)) and clinically relevant RBEs (15 min
irradiation, 15 Gy) for low-energy x-rays as shown in figure 3, for a miniature vascular irradiator
device (Sheferet al 1998, Chornenky 1998), operated at 20 kV.

versus60Co versus192Ir versus90Sr/90Y

Depth (mm) Low dose Clinical Low dose Clinical Low dose Clinical

0 3.62 1.54 2.51 1.43 4.62 1.60
0.9 3.45 1.51 2.39 1.38
1.4 3.26 1.48 2.26 1.35
1.9 3.22 1.47 2.23 1.34
2.4 3.20 1.47 2.22 1.34
2.9 3.19 1.46 2.21 1.34

3.3. Calculated relative biological effectiveness at clinically relevant doses

Based on the low-dose RBEs shown in tables 1 and 2, equation (7) can be used to estimate RBEs
at clinical doses and dose rates. Apart from the quantityαH/αL, which is shown in tables 1
and 2, we also need the quantityζL (i.e. the alpha/beta ratio for the reference radiation), and
the quantityT1/2 (see equation (5)), the half-time for sublethal damage repair.

For high-energy gamma rays, the quantityζL (i.e. αL/β) has been evaluated for many
clinically relevant endpoints (Thames and Hendry 1987). For the early-responding endpoints
of relevance to the current applications,αL/β is typically of the order of 7–10 Gy for photons
of energy 1 MeV and higher. In the calculations that follow, we have therefore used a value of
8 Gy for60Co gamma rays and, based on the calculated ratios (see tables 1 and 2) of low-dose
RBEs relative to60Co, we have respectively usedαL/β values of 11.5, 19.8 and 6.3 Gy for the
calculations involving reference radiations192Ir, 125I and90Sr/90Y.

In our calculations, we have used a typical value forT1/2 of 15 min (Brenner and Hall
1991); the clinical RBEs are not very sensitive to the particular value ofT1/2 chosen (within
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Figure 3. Calculated photon fluences as a function of distance in tissue from the x-ray source of
a miniature vascular irradiator device (Sheferet al 1998). Top curve is immediately outside the
titanium window; lower curves show spectra at distances of 0.9, 1.4, 1.9, 2.4 and 2.9 mm.

reasonable limits), reflecting the fact (see below) that the RBEs do not vary strongly with time
over the range of irradiation times that might practically be used. Specifically, for the vascular
irradiator, we have performed calculations for exposures of 1 and 15 min (the latter being a
typical estimated exposure time), while for the radiosurgery irradiator, we have performed
calculations for irradiation times of 7, 23 and 45 min, the range of irradiation times used in
early clinical trials (Cosgroveet al 1997).

Typical results for clinical RBEs are shown in figures 4 and 5 and in tables 1 and 2.
The photon radiosurgery system, operated at 40 kVp, has been used in the dose range from
10–15 Gy, with a mean dose of 12.5 Gy and a mean exposure time of 23 min (Cosgroveet al
1997). Under these average conditions: (a) the estimated RBE at this dose relative to60Co
gamma rays varies from about 1.53 at the source, to about 1.40 at a depth of 20 mm; (b) relative
to 192Ir, this estimated RBE varies with depth from about 1.38 to 1.24; and (c) relative to125I
photons, this RBE is estimated to be about 1.12 close to the source.

The vascular irradiator is likely to be used in the dose range from 10 to 25 Gy (Weinberger
and Simon 1997, Brenneret al 1996). At a dose of 15 Gy and a projected irradiation time of
15 min, the RBE relative to60Co gamma rays is likely to be around 1.5, with comparatively
little variation over a 2 mmdepth; relative to192Ir, this estimated RBE is about 1.35, and
relative to a90Sr/90Y beta emitter, the estimated RBE near the source is 1.60. It should be
noted that the estimated RBE relative to90Sr/90Y may be a slight overestimate, as the effects
of electron scattering (other than from the source encapsulation) were not taken into account.

It is important to note that the decrease in clinically relevant RBE with depth shown, for
example, in tables 1 and 2, isfor a given dose. For any given geometry, the dose decreases
with depth, and the RBE increases with decreasing dose, so the actual RBEs generallyincrease
with depth. For example, based on the depth-dose profile shown by Douglaset al (1996) for
the photon radiosurgery system, a dose of 12.5 Gy at a treatment radius of 15 mm would
decrease to 5.2 Gy at 20 mm; while the RBEs relative to192Ir at 12.5 Gyfor 15 and 20 mm
are respectively 1.25 and 1.24 (see table 1), a more useful comparison is between the RBE at
15 mm and 12.5 Gy (RBE= 1.25) with the RBE at 20 mm and 5.2 Gy (RBE= 1.38, see
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4. Estimated RBEs for the miniature photon
radiosurgery system (Dinsmoreet al 1996) as a function
of low-energy x-ray dose (fluence spectra from figure 2),
for various irradiation times, compared with60Co, 192Ir
and 125I photons: (a) zero depth, (b) 10 mm depth,
(c) 20 mm depth.

figure 4(c)). In other words the decrease in RBE with depth due to beam hardening is more
than compensated for by the increase in RBE with depth due to the decreasing dose. The
overall effect, both for the photon radiosurgical system and the vascular irradiator device, are
beams whose fall-off of biologically weighted dose (dose× RBE appropriate for that dose)
with depth is somewhat slower than the fall-off of physical dose with depth.

4. Discussion

Both from experimental results, and the current calculations, it is clear that the RBEs at
clinically relevant doses and dose rates for these low-energy x-ray sources are considerably
greater than unity, both relative to60Co and to192Ir photons, and also relative to125I and
90Sr/90Y brachytherapy sources. As a function of depth, the overall effect of the change
in dose and the change in beam spectrum results in beams whose biologically weighted
dose (dose× RBE) decreases with depth somewhat more slowly than does the physical
dose.

The estimated clinically relevant RBEs are sufficiently large that they should be taken into
account during the treatment design stage. Assuming this to be the case, the increased RBE
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5. Estimated RBEs for a miniature vascular
irradiator device (Sheferet al 1998) as a function of
low-energy x-ray dose (fluence spectra from figure 3),
for various irradiation times, compared with90Sr/90Y
electrons, and60Co and192Ir photons: (a) zero depth,
(b) 1.4 mm depth, (c) 2.9 mm depth.

may be considered an advantage for these new miniature machines, in that it decreases the
dose and thus the exposure time necessary to yield the same biological effect.

Finally it is important to recognize that the RBE values given here, though based on
reasonable biological models, are nonetheless estimates, which should be used with caution
in clinical situations.
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